LEMO’s Microphone Connectors

Audio Connectors for Microphone Applications
LEMO’s Audio Connector for Microphone Applications

50 Ohm Coaxial Connectors

**FVG.00.250.NTC**
Straight plug with key (G), short shell for strain relief, coaxial

*Assembly tool required, Part No. DCL.91.516.5 TK. (See next page.) After assembly, special bend relief is to be fitted. Part No. GMF.00.018.DI (Both parts can be ordered separately).*

**FVS.00.250.NTCE**
Straight plug with cable crimping, coaxial

**EPE.00.250.NTN**
Straight receptacle with two nuts, threaded shell, for printed circuit, coaxial

**XSG.00.250.NTN**
Elbow receptacle with key (G), two nuts, threaded shell, for printed circuit, coaxial

**XPG.00.250.NTN**
Elbow receptacle with key (G), slotted, “D-hole” shoulder, for printed circuit, coaxial

**XRG.00.250.NTN**
Elbow receptacle with key (G), slotted, for printed circuit, coaxial

**Availability:**
- **Standard:** typically 0-6 weeks delivery for quantities of 250 or less.
- **Non-standard product:** contact LEMO USA, typically 6-12 weeks delivery for quantities of 250 or less.

Non-standard product is defined as any product which contains one or more components which are not standard.
Multicontact Connectors

FVB.00.303.NLA*
Straight plug with key (B), braid clamping, 3 pin
* Assembly tool required, Part No. DCL.91.516.5TK (listed at right.)
After assembly, special bend relief is to be fitted, Part No. GMF.00.018.D1
(Both parts can be ordered separately).

XRB.00.303.NLN
Elbow receptacle with key (B), dress nut, for printed circuit, 3 pin

ERA.0S.304.CLL
Straight receptacle (front panel mounting), 4 pin

FFA.0S.304.CLAC●●
Straight plug with cable clamping, 4 pin

DCL.91.516.5TK
DCL Assembly Tool for FVB.00.303.NLA Plugs and FVG.00.250.NTC

EGG.0B.303.CLL/EGG.0B.304.CLL
Fixed receptacle, nut fixing, 3 and 4 pin

FGG.0B.303.CLA●● / FGG.0B.304.CLA●●
Straight plug with cable clamping, 3 and 4 pin
Located 50 miles north of San Francisco, LEMO USA offers a nationwide network of product specialists, sales consultants and distributors, who work closely with customers in offering sales and technical support.